Good Day, Faculty Colleagues –

Want help or resources to continue to improve your remote delivery/instruction courses? Please consider this the first in a series of weekly emails that will include various distance education resources, tools, and tips. Please know that MTSU Online is ready to support the great work unfolding in your programs and departments.

This week’s email starts with the basics, and is dedicated to exploring D2L functionality.

D2L bootcamp resources are available through the Faculty Instructional Technology Center (FITC). This is a self-paced course designed to help faculty:

- find detailed applications for various D2L features.
- access videos for understanding D2L features.
- transform online and remote instruction/delivery materials.
- review samples of accessibility in action and increase awareness of accessible design.
- explore tips for facilitating virtual communication, assessment and presence.

Once enrolled, either move through the course from start to finish, review those areas of D2L that are unfamiliar to you, or use the video library to find specific topics. Use this as a reference or refresher at any time. It will be updated regularly and always remain available for your use.

To access D2L bootcamp resources

Login to D2L with your MTSU credentials. Then Join the course by clicking the Self-Registration option on your D2L Homepage and then clicking the D2L Bootcamp: FITC Course link (see below).
Please feel free to contact me or Cindy Adams (Cindy.Adams@mtsu.edu) anytime, and be on the lookout for future messages that will include other useful information. Have a great day!
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